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1. Introduction

1.1. Research Methodology. The objective of this research is to find an efficient
algorithm for the independence number of a graph.

The independence number can be efficiently computed for all graphs with up to n
vertices, for some n. There will necessarily be graphs with n+1 vertices which are
“difficult” with respect to existing independence number theory—a well-developed
theory consisting of α-bounds, α-properties, and α-reductions. We will identify these
difficult graphs, find new α-bounds, α-properties, and α-reductions, partly by com-
puter identification of stable blocks, and by the use of automated conjecture-making
programs. After difficult graphs are identified, the research team will extend the
theory to cover these difficulties. This process is then iterated.

Independence number theory is taken to mean the collection of efficiently com-
putable α-bounds, efficiently checkable α-properties, and efficient α-reductions, to-
gether with all results that have been used for deducing and proving these; this theory
can be used to exactly calculate the independence numbers of some graphs. Which
graphs? With respect to independence number theory as it exists at any moment,
code these α-bounds, α-properties, and α-reductions. Then,

(1) Use McKay’s nauty program to generate all graphs of order n [6, 7, 5]. For
each graph G, run the following tests.
(a) Is G α-reducible? If so, G passes. The difficulty, if any, lies with a

smaller order subgraph–which has already been tested.
(b) Does G have an α-property? If so, G passes. There is an efficient algo-

rithm to calculate α for this graph.
(c) Calculate all upper and lower α-bounds for G. If the maximum of the

lower bounds equals the minimum of the upper bounds, G passes. The
independence number is exactly predicted from its bounds.
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(2) Stop when there is a graph G which does not pass these tests. If every graph
passes, repeat for graphs of order n+ 1.

Any graph that does not pass is a difficult graph with respect to the existing theory.
Add these to the Atlas of Difficult Graphs, together with complete annotations,
including which upper or lower bounds did equal equality—an efficiently checkable
characterization of equality for any of these bounds would remove the graph from
the list of difficult graphs.

(1) Find new α-bounds that give equality for these graphs. Try automated
conjecture-making software [2, 3, 1, 4, 8].

(2) Find new α-properties for these graphs. If equality in either an upper or
lower bound for a difficult graph has been obtained, characterize equality for
the bound.

(3) Find new α-reductions for these graphs. Search difficult graphs for stable
blocks. Identify efficient procedures for identifying any discovered stable
blocks.

Independence Number Theory has been extended; now find difficult graphs with
respect to this extended theory; and then iterate this process.

The independence number of some graphs cannot be predicted from the existing
bounds—they are difficult with respect to the theory. Theoretical prediction of
their independence numbers requires the discovery of new independence number
bounds. Willis, in his master’s thesis [10], initiated an investigation of bounds, their
independence, and discovered some difficult graphs; he used the Atlas of Graphs
[9] rather than computer search. One example is the following graph. None of the
upper bounds (1)–(8) or the lower bounds (1)–(9) predicts the independence number
exactly. The theory requires further bounds. Willis did not include lower bound (16)
in his investigation: this bound does give the independence number for this graph.
Willis’ thesis includes several more examples of difficult graphs for which (16) does
not predict the independence number.

The importance of difficult graphs is that they are concrete examples demonstrat-
ing the weakness of the existing independence number theory. They give the mind
an object to focus its independence number investigations on. Instead of searching
for an abstract upper or lower bound for the independence number of a graph, the
researcher can focus on concepts that apply to a specific example at hand.
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Figure 1. A difficult graph: the independence number of this graph
cannot be predicted using the portion of independence number theory
investigated in [10].
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